
DMX 512

channel function type of control effect

1 Pan (X axis) movement, coarse proportional coarse (8 bit) positioning of pan 0 - 255 0% - 100%

2 Pan (X axis) movement, fine proportional fine (16 bit) positioning of pan 0 - 255 0% - 100%

3 Tilt (Y axis) movement, coarse proportional coarse (8 bit) positioning of tilt 0 - 255 0% - 100%

4 Tilt (Y axis) movement, fine proportional fine (16 bit) positioning of tilt 0 - 255 0% - 100%

step standard (fast) 0 - 10 0% - 4%
step ultra fast movement (ideal for positioning during programming) 11 - 25 4% - 10%

proportional vector mode, fast to slow 26 - 127 10% - 50%
proportional Tracking mode (from fast to slow) 128 - 247 50% - 97%
proportional Tracking mode (slow) 248 - 255 97% - 100%

6 no effect spare, makes the light compatible with Electronic ballast version - -

7 no effect spare, makes the light compatible with Electronic ballast version - -

step park, no function 0 - 10 0% - 4%

step lamp off 11 - 29 4% - 11%

step park, no function 30 - 135 12% - 53%

step pan and tilt reset (once only) 136 - 170 53% - 67%

step fan max speed 171 - 249 67% - 98%

step lamp on, fan silent (if internal temperature allowed) 250 - 255 98% - 100%

Edition: 1
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Note 1: The display panel may be used to disable the switching off of the lamp via DMX

Note 2: turning off the lamp and all the reset functions are delayed by 6 seconds to prevent accidental activation

Note 3: the lamp on/off function can only be effected if an opposite level is set

Chart number: 232

Fixture: coemar FIERA 1200

movement speed

lamp on/off, motor reset, fan control
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